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as for the story, lara wakes up in the cairo museum at night, and the curator tells her that she has
been in a coma for four years. she later finds her father, who is being held captive by one of his

colleagues. she breaks into the scientist's workstation to find his notes, but is immediately captured
by the evil lucas kane. kane takes her and her father to a cylindrical chamber with a body of water

and is about to give her a powerful drug, but lara instinctively gives herself the injection with a
hypodermic before kane can do it. after a brief drug-induced blackout, kane releases her and tells

her that she has to sacrifice herself to find the seer and to give her father the life he deserves. as far
as lara is concerned, she gets a bit of a boost. her introduction levels are a little more interesting

than they were before, and although the game still goes a bit too fast at times, and its occasionally
hard to spot a good camera angle, this version still offers one of the most imaginative

characterisations in a tomb raider game. but now, lara gets full exploration and combat abilities, so
she now behaves much more like a cross between lara croft and uncharted hero nathan drake and is

a much better character to play as. of course, you can always quit the game at any time, so youre
not tied into lara like you are in tomb raider 3. dont worry, it doesnt do anything at all, although its

amusing to be blown away by a giant fireball from lara-as-excalibur that only small children can
barely handle. i must say, though, that the opening cut-scene involving a boat and a runaway truck

is true class. a brief introduction.
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lara isnt the only thing that has changed though. players of the first tomb raider game would be
pretty shocked to see lara now jumping as if she were a 1980s gymnast! i get the feeling that were
the classic lara to suddenly do a perfect cartwheel to save herself from a fall, she might even start a

rebellion on the island. there are dramatic new sets of clothes, a new artsy, post-apocalyptic look
and a new plot. and to top it all off, its a true game-changer: a game with more focus and more

emotional depth than any previous one. so, how does it actually work? well, anniversary looks pretty
bland at first glance. there are screens of varying quality, often holding several variables, and this

isnt really a nice element, as it just makes it more confusing. there is a lot of screen movement and
the game doesnt really hold up its hand and say here is what is going on. however, anniversary

really does use the ps2s built-in graphics to its advantage. the graphics are very impressive, even
when the scenery is in rough shape. at least it uses a naturalistic lighting model instead of the
murky, too-dark apocalyptic lighting of legend. the chunky, blocky model is a nice nod to the

playstations playstation2, and many elements appear to be made with the houses of a central
america terraced city. as if the graphics werent impressive enough, the maps and locations are more
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varied than tomb raider: legend, and they look great. there are some genuinely stunning moments,
like the series first waterfall chase, tomb raider's first moments on an island and lara first encounter

with the t-rex. the story is interesting, and in some ways admirable. lara is sent out to explore a
mysterious island, but soon discovers that its the source of a deadly plague, and she is forced to

fight her way back to civilization in a city overrun with monsters and beasties. 5ec8ef588b
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